PROCEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD

PRESENT:- Sri Navin Mittal, IAS
COMMISSIONER

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – ESTABLISHMENT - TSTES –
Promotion to the Post of Assistant Director/Administrative
Officer / Hostel Superintendent– Orders – Issued.

2. Minutes of the DPC Meeting held on 12-12-2018.

ORDER:

The Departmental Promotion Committee constituted in G.O 1st read
above, met on 12-12-2018 and approved the names of Superintendents
working in the Office of the Commissioner, Technical Education, Telangana
and Office Superintendents / Hostel Managers working in Subordinate
Offices, for promotion to the initial Gazetted post of Assistant
Director(NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel Superintendent, in the O/o
Commissioner of Technical Education and Government Polytechnics under
control of Department of Technical Education, Telangana for the panel year
2018-19.

2. In the circumstances the following temporary / adhoc promotions are
made to the post of Assistant Director (NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel
Superintendent in the Department of Technical Education.

NOTIFICATION

3. Under the provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Sub-
ordinate Services Rules 1996, Smt. Afroze Jabeen, Superintendent, O/o
the Commissioner of Technical Education is temporarily promoted on adhoc
basis as Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative Officer in the scale of pay of
Rs.37100-91450/- (AD) / 35120-87130/- (A.O/H.S) and posted as Assistant
Director (Non Technical) at Office of the Commissioner of Technical
Education, Hyderabad in the existing vacancy.

4. The promotion ordered above does not confer any right over the post
and the officer is liable for reversion at any time without notice and without
assigning any reasons therefore. The incumbents should join duty within 15 days from the date of receipt of the posting order. If the incumbent fails to join the new post to which she is appointed within the said time limit or evades to join the post by proceeding on leave, she shall forfeit her right of promotion to the post for the present panel and her case will not be placed before the next Departmental Promotion Committee in the next panel year subject to availability of vacancy in terms Rule 11 (b) of TS State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996.

4. The promotion ordered above is subject to the final outcome of O.As/W.Ps/C.As pending in the Hon'ble A.P.A.T and Hon'ble High Court and also subject to the Modification orders in the revision of ratio given by Government.

5. The Assistant Director, Establishment Section-I in the O/o Commissioner of Technical Education is requested to communicate the order immediately on receipt of same. Non Compliance of the said instructions will be viewed seriously.

Signature valid
Digitally signed by NAVIN MITTAL
Date: 2018-09-15 21:35 IST
Reason: Approved

COMMISSIONER

To
Smt. Afroze Jabeen, Superintendent O/o CTE, TS, Hyderabad
Copy to the AD(NT), Establishment Section-III, in O/o Commissioner of Technical Education
Copy to the Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the P.A.O/D.T.O/ S.T.O concerned.
Copy to the “S” Section in the Commissionerate.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD

PRESENT:- Sri Navin Mittal, IAS
COMMISSIONER

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION - ESTABLISHMENT- TSTES -
Promotion to the Post of Assistant Director/Administrative
Officers / Hostel Superintendents– Orders – Issued.

2. Minutes of the DPC Meeting held on 12-12-2018

ORDER:

The Departmental Promotion Committee constituted in G.O 1st read
above, met on 12-12-2018 and approved the names of Superintendents in
the Commissionerate of Technical Education and Office
Superintendents/Hostel Managers in Subordinate Offices for promotion to
the initial Gazetted post of Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative
Officer/Hostel Superintendent in the O/o Commissioner of Technical
Education and Government Polytechnics under control of Department of
Technical Education for the panel year 2018-19.

2. In the circumstances the following temporary / adhoc promotion is
made to the post of Assistant Director (NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel
Superintendent in the Department of Technical Education.

NOTIFICATION

3. Under the provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Sub-
ordinate Services Rules 1996, Smt. K.Sree Lakshmi, Superintendent, O/o
Commissioner of Technical Education is temporarily promoted on adhoc
basis as Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative Officer in the scale of pay of
Rs.37100-91450/-(AD) / 35120-87130/-(A.O/H.S) and posted as
Administrative Officer at QQ Government Polytechnic, Hyderabad in the
existing vacancy.

4. The promotion ordered above does not confer any right over the post
and the officer is liable for reversion at any time without notice and without
assigning any reason therefore. The incumbent should join duty within 15
days from the date of receipt of the posting order. If the incumbent fails to join the new post to which she is appointed within the said time limit or evades to join the post by proceeding on leave, she shall forfeit her right of promotion to the post for the present panel and her case will not be placed before the next Departmental Promotion Committee in the next panel year subject availability of vacancy in terms of Rule 11 (b) of TS State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996.

4. The promotion ordered above is subject to the final outcome of O.As/ W.Ps/C.As pending in the Hon’ble A.P.A.T and Hon’ble High Court and also subject to the Modification orders in the revision of ratio given by Government.

5. The Assistant Director (NT), Establishment Section-III in the O/o Commissioner of Technical Education is requested to communicate the order immediately on receipt of same. Non Compliance of the said instructions will be viewed seriously.

To
Smt. K.Sree Laxmi, Superintendent O/o CTE, TS, Hyderabad
Copy to the Principal, QQ Government Polytechnic, Hyderabad,
Copy to the AD(NT), Establishment Section-III, in O/o Commissioner of Technical Education
Copy to the Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the P.A.O/D.T.O/ S.T.O concerned.
Copy to the “S” Section in the Commissionerate.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD

PRESENT:- Sri Navin Mittal, IAS
COMMISSIONER

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION – ESTABLISHMENT- TSTES –
Promotion to the Post of Assistant Director/Administrative Officers / Hostel Superintendents– Orders – Issued.

2. Minutes of the DPC Meeting held on 17-10-2015.

***

ORDER:

The Departmental Promotion Committee constituted in G.O 1st read above, met on 12-12-2018 and approved the names of Superintendents in the Commissionerate of Technical Education and Office Superintendents/Hostel Managers in Subordinate Offices for promotion to the initial Gazetted post of Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel Superintendent in the O/o Commissioner of Technical Education and Government Polytechnics under control of Department Technical Education for the panel year 2018-19.

2. In the circumstances the following temporary / adhoc promotion are made to the post of Assistant Director (NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel Superintendent in the Department of Technical Education.

NOTIFICATION

3. Under the provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Subordinate Services Rules 1996, Sri Najimuddin, Office Superintendent, SRRS Government Polytechnic, Siricilla is temporarily promoted on adhoc basis as Administrative Officer in the scale of pay of Rs.35120-87130/- and posted as Administrative Officer at Government Polytechnic, Parkal in the existing vacancy.
4. The promotion ordered above does not confer any right over the post and the officer is liable for reversion at any time without notice and without assigning any reasons therefore. The incumbents should join duty within 15 days from the date of receipt of the posting order. If the incumbent fails to join the new post to which he is appointed within the said time limit or evades to join the post by proceeding on leave, he shall forfeit his right of promotion to the post for the present panel and his case will not be placed before the next Departmental Promotion Committee in the next panel year subject availability of vacancy in terms Rule 11 (b) of AP State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996.

4. The promotion ordered above is subject to the final outcome of O.As/ W.Ps/C.As pending in the Hon’ble A.P.A.T and Hon’ble High Court and also subject to the Modification orders in the revision of ratio given by Government.

5. The Principal, SRRS Government Polytechnic, Siricilla is requested to communicate the order immediately on receipt of same. Non Compliance of the said instructions will be viewed seriously.

Signature valid
Digitally signed by SAINU MITTAL
Date: 2018.12.19 20:20:23 IST
Reason: Approved

COMMISSIONER

To
Sri Najimuddin, Office Superintendent through the Principal, SRRS Government Polytechnic, Siricilla
Copy to the Principal, SRRS Government Polytechnic, Siricilla
Copy to the Principal, Government Polytechnic, Parkal,
Copy to the Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the P.A.O/D.T.O/ S.T.O concerned.
Copy to the “S” Section in the Commissionerate.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.
ORDER:

The Departmental Promotion Committee constituted in G.O 1st read above, met on 12-12-2018 and approved the names of Superintendents in the Commissionerate of Technical Education and Office Superintendents/Hostel Managers in Subordinate Offices for promotion to the initial Gazetted post of Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel Superintendent in the O/o Commissioner of Technical Education and Government Polytechnics under control of Department Technical Education for the panel year 2018-19.

2. In the circumstances the following temporary / adhoc promotion is made to the post of Assistant Director (NT)/Administrative Officer/Hostel Superintendent in the Department of Technical Education.

NOTIFICATION

3. Under the provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Subordinate Services Rules 1996, Sri H.Rajendra Prasad, Office Superintendent, Government Polytechnic, Nandipet is temporarily promoted on adhoc basis as Assistant Director(NT)/Administrative Officer in the scale of pay of Rs.37100-91450/- (AD)/35120-87130/- (A.O/H.S) and posted as Assistant Director(Non Technical) at the Office of the Commissioner of Technical Education, Hyderabad in the existing vacancy.
4. The promotion ordered above does not confer any right over the post and the officer is liable for reversion at any time without notice and without assigning any reasons therefore. The incumbents should join duty within 15 days from the date of receipt of the posting order. If the incumbents fails to join the new post to which he is appointed within the said time limit or evades to join the post by proceeding on leave, he shall forfeit his right of promotion to the post for the present panel and his case will not be placed before the next Departmental Promotion Committee in the next panel year subject availability of vacancy in terms Rule 11 (b) of AP State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996.

4. The promotion ordered above is subject to the final outcome of O.As/ W.Ps/C.As pending in the Hon’ble A.P.A.T and Hon’ble High Court and also subject to the Modification orders in the revision of ratio given by Government.

5. The Principal, Government Polytechnic, Nandipet is requested to communicate the order immediately on receipt of same. Non Compliance of the said instructions will be viewed seriously.

Signature valid
Digitally signed by SANJEEV MITTAL
IAS
Date: 2018.12.31 10:19:37 IST
Reason: Approved

COMMISSIONER

To
Sri H.Rajendra Prasad Office Superintendent through the Principal,
Government Polytechnic, Nandipet
Copy to the Principal, Government Polytechnic, Nandipet
Copy to the AD(NT), Establishment Section-III, in O/o Commissioner of Technical Education
Copy to the Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad
Copy to the P.A.O/D.T.O/ S.T.O concerned.
Copy to the “S” Section in the Commissionerate.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.